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Influential
Mrican-Americans

1. Q: In 1 783, James Der
ham, who was born into
slavery in Philadelphia in
1 782, became the first African
American to practice this
profession in the United
States. What profession did he
practice?
2. Q: Who was the first
African American to achieve
the rank of brigadier general
in the U.S. Army in 1 940?
3. Q: In 1943, the first
Liberty Ship to be named for
an African AMerican was
launched from a New Jersey
shipyard. It carried war cargo
to Europe during WWII . What
famousAfrican American was
a fifty cent piece which bore
the resemblance of a famous
t:ducator. Who was this coin
honoring?
5. Q: Purchased from the
slave-auction block at the age
of eight, she mastered the
English Language within six
teen weeks. By 1 776, she
wrote a poem entitled "To His
Excellency
General
Washington." After he read it,
George Washington invited
her to visit him at Cambridge.
Who
was
this
African
American?
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GSU Disagrees With

University Awarded

University Park Over

Over

Compu ter Ce nter
By Steve Young
The construction of new
BGU Cooperative Computer
Center is almost complete, but
a dispute over building permits
is just beginning.
Several members of the
University Park board of trus
tees expressed unhappiness
about the university's request
for a waiver of the village's
$ 1 3,700 building permit . Trus
tee Ken Nixon, commenting at
the Feb. 1 1 village board meet 
ing, reportedly said, "The fact
that the building is 75 percent
m
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DCFS Contr a cts su A

Linda Heiser, Acting Vice
The Illinois Department of
President for Administration
Children and Family Services
and Planning, said that her
(DCFS) has awarded service
department understood that the
contracts worth more than $ 1
new computer center would be
million to Governors State
exempt from the building per
.
University.
IDlt fee because the building
The Office of Contract and
was occurring on state-owned
Training Services at GSU,
property. Heiser said the state
directed by Roger Paris, will
permit obtained by the univer
administer the contracts and act
sity should cover all fees.
. as a liaison between DCFS and
She said the dispute seemed
the three service agencies .
to result from a basic lack of
Paris will oversee the develop
communication and she ex
ment of curriculum for training
pressed hopes that the dispute
of child welfare specialists by
could be resolved amicably.
the American Humane AssociaHeiser said construction on
ion of Denver. The DCFS con
h
e buildin
tract for that program was
$ 1 55,000 .
Two contracts were awarded
to GSU for work with the Child
Welfare League of America in
Washington, D.C.
The $234,000 contract directs
Governors State to work with
the league in developing a cur
riculum for training child
protection investigators.
GSU's $74 1 ,000 contract is
for work with the league on
foster
care
programs
for
prospective foster care and

adoptive parents. The Poster
Pride/Adoptive Pride" program
may eventually be sold to other
states by the Child Welfare
League of America.
Governors State has been in
volved in contract negotiations
since April 1 992. The DCFS
contract with GSU, awarded in
January, extends to June 30.
Paris said it is likely the contract
will be extended.
The Department of Children
and Family Services initiated
these contracts on court order
after the American Civil Liber
ties Union sued the state in
1 988. As part of the 1 99 1 con
sent degree in U.S. District
Court, DCFS agreed to reduce
its caseworkers' loads by July
1 993 from 50 to 75 children per
caseworker
to
30
per
caseworker.
This is the second time Gover
nors State has been awarded
contracts by DCFS. In 1 99 1 and
1 992, GSU coordinated and
managed logistics needs for the
Department of Children and
Family
Services'
'Families
First" and substance abuse train
ing workshops.
...

Artist' Rendering of ECN/CCC Computer Center

Clubs and
Organizations
U pdate
Th e Future Teachers Associa
tion will meet Friday, Feb. 19
at 12:30 p.m. in room D3209.
•••

The College Republicans are
initiating a membership drive
for organizing purposes. Inter
ested students should contact
Glenn Graman at (708) 528454 1 .

now getting this request for
awaiver. "
Village
Manager
Mike
Gruberman said the permit
wouldcover"lifesafetyissues."
The village responds to any
emergency situation, such as
fire or accident, that might
occur in the university or the
new computer center. Gruber
man be would be meeting with
university officials, including
Physical Plant Operator M ike
Foley, just after press time.
Grube rman said he hoped the
situation could be resolved
without the intervention of
lawyers. Foley could not be
reached for comment.

pleted in the next week or two.
She said the computer center's
two residents, the Educational
Computer Network and the
BGU Cooperative Computer
Center(CCC), might be ready
to move in the first week in
March.
On a related subject,
said she could not be sure
the proposed elimination of
BGU might affect the CCC.
The CCC is It joint computer
network utilized by the four
BGU universities. Heiser said
if the proposed elimination ac
tually occurs, the effect could
be
drastic
or it could be
minor.

•••

The lnnovatot invites anyone
.
mterested
in
writing
or
newspapers to an informal
meeting today, Feb. 1 8, from 3
- 4:30 p . m. in the Innovator
office (A2300). Refreshments
will be served.

Scholarships Available
Altrusa Club's Scholarships are designated for south suburban
students ent�ring their thir or fourth year of college.
.
If you would hke more mformation, call 748-9455 ' 754-2 1 44'
755-6620 or 4 8 1 -8083.

�

Groups Gain Access To SIBS
B y Steve Young
A procedure has been estab
lished for groups who would
like to display information on
the Student Information Broad
cast System (SIBS).
Tom Oldenburg, Facility Su
pervisor in the Student Center,
said any legitimate student,
faculty or staff group has access
to the information broadcast.
Private and commercial dis
plays will not be considered.
SIBS display request forms
are available in the Division of
Student Life. Requests must in
clude the groups name, the
name and phone number of the
representative making the re
quest, how long the information
should be shown, and the exact
message. The back of the re-

quest form is a grid to design a
message, but Oldenburg said i f
groups brought in existing
posters, they could be used to
design a message as well.
Completed forms should be
returned to Student Life. Ten
working days are needed before
most messages will be dis
played.
Oldenburg said he hopes the
SIBS system will be upgraded to
display national news stories
soon . He said there are also
plans to install new monitors
around the campus .
Oldenburg said students seem
to be responding to the mes
sages on the m'>nitors. He said
the sales of discount movie tick
ets is up since their display on
the SIBS system.
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It
by Barbara A. Johnson

THE 3-M CLUB READS Guvvy's Bits. We know because
they CAUGHT A MISTAKE in the last issue. Malcolm Day at
GSU is on THURSDAY, FEB. 25, not Friday, Feb. 19. Guvvy's
apologizes for JUMPING THE GUN on that one. The com
memoration includes a film, "The Life and Times of Malcom X",
and a speaker, Tio X. WATCH FOR FLYERS for the location.
•••

LEARN THE TEN-STEP
in ten weeks. 'Beginning
COUNTRY AND WESTERN Dancing" begins Tuesday, Mar. 16
from 7:30 -8:30 p.m. at Beecher High School. The course teaches
both COUPLES AND LINE DANCING. Get all ten weeks for
$30 per person or $50 per couple. Call Prairie State College at
(708) 709-3549 for registration.
•••

too

IF YOU WAIT TILL IT'S NEEDED it will be
late. It
takes time to p
BLOOD DONATIONS. Make sure it is there
when it's needed. Donate blood in Engbretson Hall on Wednes
day, Feb. 24 between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. Sponsored by Circle K
and Criminal Justice Clubs.

rocess

•••

ILLINOIS IS THE ONLY STATE TO TAX INSULIN

The

•••

according to the American Diabetes Association.
state
RANKS HIGH IN DIABETES CARE providers, but due to
pre-existing conditions exclusions, many people are UNIN
SURED for this di
. The Comprehensive Insurance Pool,
which covers people with PRE-EXISTING CONDITIONS, bas a
waiting list of six months.

sease

IS WATER YOUR ELEMENT? If so, learn about "The
Water Cycle" at The Environmental Learning Center in Mokena.
The HOUR-LONG NATURE WALK is scheduled for Sunday,
Feb. 21 at 2 p.m. This is a FREE EVENT, families and groups
are invited. Groups of ten or more
asked to call (815) 727-8700
for reservations. For more information, call the Enviro
tal
Learning Center at (708) 479-2255.
•••

are

nmen

ALL-EXPENSE PAID TRIPS

to Wisconsin or Alaska
being offered to students committed to IMPROVING THE EN
VIRONMENT.
Student Conservation Association (SCA) has
OVER 1000 POSmONS open for 1993. Fields include conser
vation, resource
gement and environmental education. Reim
bursement includes round-trip TRANSPORTATION, WEEKLY
STIPEND, AND HOUSING. Write SCA, P.O. Box 550, Char
lestown, NH 03603 or call (603) 543-1700.

are

•••

The

mana

DON'T LOSE YOUR TEETH

for lack of money. The Cook
County Department of Public Health offers PREVENTATIVE
DENTAL SERVICES for adults and children who cannot afford
private
. Clinic SERVICES INCLUDE cleanings, fillings,
extractions, and x-rays. In the south suburbs, CLINICS ARE
LOCATED in Markham (210-4501), Harvey (331-1504), and
Ford Heights (758-6884).
•••

care

STATE INCOME TAX CHECKOFFS

make donating pain
less. The funds go to non-game wildlife conservation, child abuse
prevention, Alzheimer's disease
rch, and homeless assis
tance. GIVE A BUCK OR TWO of your refund and help someone
(maybe your neighbor) through a rough time.
•••

resea
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Letters To The Editor
More Psychology

Pride in GSU Unked to

Salvation Army Thanks

Instructors, Please

Clean Environment

GSU

After a while, we stop really
seeing our work and school en
vironments. Day after day we
begin to accept our surround
ings. As a new student at GSU,
I am in a position of seeing GSU
for the first time. This allows me
to show you what type of im
pression GSU's environment
makes. I am overall pleased.
There are
of improvement
which time and funds can cor
rect. There
also areas that do
not need as much time and
money to correct. Which brings
me to my statement:
GSU's environment is not
clean. Desks, chairs, tabletops,
windows and carpets do not
show regular cleaning. While
the cafeteria in maintained well,
the classrooms are not. I realize
there are many places within
GSU that need regular service
and scheduled cleanings. How
ever, since classes began in
January, the same crud, the
dirt, the same
itary
conditions exist without marked
improvement.
When this condition exists, it
can create an atmosphere that
appears neglectful. It is difficult
to sustain a feeling of pride in a
building which is not well kept
up to proud standards.
I hope my input doesn't em
, as it wasn't intended to.
Let's look again at
world
at GSU and give it the time and
effort necessary to show others
how proud we
of ourselves
and our school.
Allan Lee
Undergrad, BOG

Salvation Army's heartfelt
gratitude to the Innovator for
helping make this community
aware of the sorely needed
funds for the homeless children
and adults needing hot meals at
our kitchen or our food pantry.
We have many other wonderful
programs that continually need
funds to function.
All men and women regard
less of age can help by donating
a few hours and keep these
programs functioning. May the
Lord smile
on all your
endeavors. For additional infor
mation on being a student volun
teer for the upcoming Doughnut
Day to be held June 11 and 12,
contact the Salvation Army by
calling 754-3062.
Sincerely,
Ronald Ransford
Executive Board Chai

I
writing in my capacity as
President of the School Psychol
ogy Council. There are ap
proximately
150
students
enrolled in the School Psychol
ogy program here at GSU. With
that many students in one pro
gram
the course teaching
schedule for the instructors bas
to be grueling. Alas, for that
many students, there are only
two core psychology profes
sors, Dr. Graf and Dr.
Dimitroff, to accommodate the
academic requirements that
every one of these approximate
ly 150 students needs to su

fully fulfill a program that has
to be state certified.
I believe that GSU bas the best
instructors of any state univer
sity and to keep them the best,
we need to lend a sensitive
to their needs. Obviously, if any
one of us were in the same posi
tion of trying to meet the both
job
demands
of
teach
ing/facilitating and providing a
valuable service to the com
munity of meeting the academic
requirements of each student, a
request for additional faculty
would be immediately granted.
Both Dr. Graf and Dr. Dimitroff
have provided a valuable ser
vice to the community by turn
ing out students who have
become professionals in their
field. Both Dr. Graf and Dr.
Dimitroff demonstrate a great
commitment to School Psychol
ogy and work with boundless
enthusiasm and energy.
I, myself, don't understand
why a program that bas a student
enrollment of that magnitude
and, which bas no cap on it at
this time, does not have more
instructors to accommodate the
needs of the students - students
that, as emerging professionals,
will make a difference in the
personal and academic lives of
our schoolchildren. We need
more instructors to carry on
such a strong program and to
on the tradition that GSU
is the best university in the State
of Illinois!
Linda Marie Peters
President
School Psychology Council
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Nikki Giovanni, who bas been
referred to as the "princess of
black poetry" will be the guest
speaker for a Feb. 20 African
American History Month pro
gram.
free p
tation will be
given at 7:30 p.m. in the univer
sity theatre on campus.
Giovanni, a poet, activist and
author will
from her works
and offer relevant co
tary.
She will speak with great humor
on her life, on poetry and the
creativity. She also will focus on
her philosophy that the power
one bas to make a difference in
one's self
affects the lives
of others.
At one
t college speaking
engagement, Giovanni urged
students, "Do something with
your life! You will find that
what you have coveted is not
worth coveting. There is a limit
to what material things can do."
Giovanni published her first
book of poetry, "Feeling Black
Talk," in 1968. She bas since
published 19 other books.
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Powers To Speak at GSU
Parent Institute March 5
Parenting bas been called one
of the toughest, yet most fun
jobs imaginable.
Those day-to-day learning ex
periences parents face can be
enhanced through discussion,
pointers and general informa
tion provided at the second an
nual 'Parent Institute Day"
March 5 at Governors State
University.
Parents can choose from 60
topics
at
the
day-long
workshop, including sibling
rivalry, practical learning ap
plications parents can offer their
children, developing strategies
for the differently abled, dealing

with divorce, and resolving con
flict. Several programs will be
offered in Spanish.
This program begins with
registration at 8:15 a.m.
Keynote speaker John Powers
will address the audience at 8:45
a.m. Following his presenta
tion, parents will participate in
four one-hour workshops.
The registration fee is $10,
which includes a box lunch and
materials. For additional infor
mation, or to place a registra
tion, call the GSU Office of
Conferences, Workshops and
Weekend College at (708) 5344099.

I

"Paralegal
in heavy
demand"

- WallStreetJournal
January 23, 1991

"Paralegal:
Recession
proof job"

-Good Housekeeping
February 1991

"Roosevelt
led me to a
challenging
career."

-Kitty Moore
Legal Assistant

Litigation

Real &tate
Corporations • General Practice
&tates, Trusts & Wills
•

•

Largest A.B.A.-approved program
in lllinois

•

Effective employment assist ance

•

Four-month day and eight-month

•

Loop, Arlington Heights, Oak Brook

asses

evening cl

and Olympia Fields locations

A representative will be on campus

Match 11th

•�

�
• �1ochor.an

RoaetVtlt Uni>enily
Lawyer·• A o>lanl
-·

Avtnut
Chocoi'J. IL 60605

312-341-3882
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Clinton a nd the New
GATT Agreeme nt
By Eric Crosby

We '11 need the toaster back.

Police
By Steve Young

Health

As

We regret to inform you
that your S&L has failed.

Teaches Other

Your

Body Politic
in the past few weeks, another ugly problem has popped up
for the Clinton Administration to deal with. In addition to Iraq,
Somalia, and fmding an hmlcslindividual to fill the vacant position
of Attorney General, he now has to deal with the negotiations for
a new General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). The
current round of talks, which started over six years ago in
Uruguay, is behind schedule and on hold while waiting for Clinton
to act on them.
There are both advantages and disadvantages to this problem.
On the positive side, the stimulating of world trade could play an
important role in Clinton's economic recovery plan. Moreover,
with Japan in a recession, America struggling out of one, and
Germany becoming stagnant economically, the GATT negotia
tions promise to boost trade everywhere.
On the negative side, the failure of the Uruguay talks could fuel
protectionist sentiments in Europe, America, and Japan. Its failure
would also dash hopes for a global economic recovery and sour
relations between the U.S., the E.C., and Japan. And right now
is the wrong time for the U.S. to anger its' allies.
Without a push from Washington, the stalled GATT talks could
collapse. The Clinton administration, however, is still assembling
a trade team and debating whether to reopen negotiations on deals
already struck. This hesitation can be see n in the actions of both
the Commerce and Treasury Departments.
The Co mmerce Department, in one of its first acts, decided to
impose duties on 19 nations accused of dumping steel in the U.S.
market. The result was threefold: the French threatened a trade
war, Japan, Korea, and various others are filing a complaint, and
Australia accused the U.S. of trade harassment.
The Treasury Department, not to be out-done by the Commerce
Department, is considering higher tariffs on Japanese mini-vans
and they want to place sanctions against E.C. telecommunications
and electrical equipment manufacturers for steering government
contracts to European countries.
Therefore, Clinton is likely to ask Congress for an extension of
the "fast-track negotiating" for the GATT agreement. He most
likely will ask for a six to nine month delay on the working GATT
agreement. This would enable him and lawmakers to finish work
on legi lation to implement the NAFTA agreement.
Without an extension, the administration would have to tell
Congress by March 2 whether it intends to proceed under the
present "fast-track negotiating". This would require the U.S. to
sign a new GATT agreement by June 1. But seeking an extension
could force the administration to answer new demands for protec
tion from foreign competition.
However, these demands and concerns have already started .
The steel, auto, and textile, and other industries are complaining
about revised dumping rules in preliminary text of the GATT
agreement. Some U.S. service industries-including banking, ac
counting, insurance, and filmmaking- worry that the final agree
ment will not give them sufficie_nt access to foreign markets.
However, the U.S. is not the only country not playing by the
rules. Japan and Korea have done nothing in the past two months
to keep pledges to improve access to their markets. Other nations
are lagging behind in filling new tariff schedules.
The White House must now decide whether to expand its
political capital on its own domestic economic agenda or whether
to invest some of it on a GATT agreement. Either way they chose,
our economy will suffer in some way.

D PS Chief

Leonard Robinson, M.D.

Q: During the winter months I seem to feel depressed and lack
energy. Why is this and what can I do?
A: One possible explanation for your depressed mood and lack
of energy may be condition called season affective disorder
(SAD). This tendency for some to become depressed during
winter months was noted long ago, but, in the early 1980's
researc hers at the National Institute of Mental Health began to
call it seasonal affective disorder.
SAD is a winter mood change manifested as major depression.
It usually starts in the fall or winter and ends in the spring. The
symptoms may include: sadness, fatigue, anxiety, irritability,
and loss of usual interests. Less typically, there may be increased
appetite, weight gain, and excessive sleep. The average age of
those affected is twenty to forty, and 80% are women. About a
third of people with SAD will have a close relative with a mood
disorder.
Fortunately, people diagnosed with SAD can be successfully
treated. The anti-depressant drug Fluoxetine (Prozac) has been
used effectively to treat SAD. Other, more traditional anti
depressants have enjoyed limited success because of side effects
such as drowsiness and increased appetite.
Light therapy (photo therapy) has been just as effective, but
with fewer side effects. Also, there is developing evidence that
a combination of light therapy and drug treatment are even more
successful. Still, further studies are needed. A better under
standing of SAD may help us recognize the affects of lighting
on human emotional and physical functions. Bright light has
proved useful in preventing jet lag and improving the quality of
night work.
Information on SAD can be obtained from the National
Institute of Mental Health, (301) 496-2141.

the editor and I will answer. Ifyou'd like a personal reply, send
If you have a11y health related questions, please send them to

a confidemial letter including name and address to me at Ingalls
Family Care Cellfer, 4647 W. Lincoln Hwy., Matteson, Ill.

60443.

Queen's Knight Out
By J.B. Godfrey

If your interested in increasing your opening knowledge then
I recommend some old classics. Why the old classics? Many of
the old classics are nicely written where you can follow the
analysis, and they "walk" you through the opening. The opening
books listed below not only give you old ideas, but also give you
current theory with illustrative games.
1) Najdorf for the Tournament Player John Nunn
Macmillan Publishing Co.
2) Kasparov's Winning Chess Tactics Bruce Pandolfini Simon
& Schuster
3) Sicilian: ... e6 and ...d6 Systems Gary Kasparov American
Chess Promotions
4) Caro Kann 4...ND7 Leonid Shamkovich Chess Enterprises

5) Grunfeld Henry Holt & Co.
6) The Complete Queen's Indian Henry Holt & Co.
I know you want a chess computer. Stop! If you have access
to an IBM or Apple computer then get Chess Master 2000 or
2100. Software Toolworks has made some incredible progress
with these programs. These discs cost around $60 and play at
high "A" - low expert playing strength. The cost of $60 is a "far
cry" from a $200 computer which plays at the same level. Chess
Master will give you a strong game and has a depth of "book"
knowledge.
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Some Department of Public
Safety (DPS) officers aren't
happy to learn they must work
to become a Certified First
Responder if they want to work
at GSU.
According to DPS Chief Phil
Orawiec, most police officers
are interested primarily in doing
"police work". But at a college
campus like GSU, some of the
routine work may include emer
gency first aid. All university
police officers are required to
undergo training that encompas
ses Certified First Responder
training.
The program fulfills specifica
tions determined by the U.S.
Department of Transportation
and the Illinois Department of
Public
Health,
leaving
graduates certified at both
federal and state levels. The
course also includes CPR train
ing, so graduates are also cer
tified by the American Heart
Association.
Not all police agencies require
such stringent training, but
several realize that it could be
crucial at some time. Orawiec
saw an educational gap and
decided to fill it. His Public
Safety Training Institute (PSTI)
has been providing emergency
medical training to federal, state
and local law enforcement
departments, including the FBI
for eight years.
The course consists of 40
hours of class room and hands
on instruction. It is similar to the
state licensed Emergency Medi
cal Technician program, but
content has been simplified and
structured to meet the specific
needs of police. Topics range
from basic vital signs to gunshot
wounds; oxygen therapy to tri
age.
The specific intent of the pro
gram is to prepare police to
respond immediately when first
arriving at the scene of an acci
dent or emergency. Since an
officer may the only person at
an accident scene for a while, its
important that they know what
to do to maintain life until assis
tance arrives. The course goes
beyond basic first aid training
and is targeted to deal with the
sort of trauma faced by modem
police.
Orawiec's training helped
save a life at GSU in 1989. After
a student collapsed due to a
complex
allergic
reaction,
Oraweic quickly performed
CPR. The emergency aid helped
keep the student alive until an
ambulance arrived.
Orawiec describes the pro
gram as "important, unique and
relevant." The chief is certified
as an Emergency Medical Tech
nician instructor, a CPR instruc
tor and a certified flight medic,
in addition to other degrees and
titles.
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Which African American has inspired or
influenced your life the most?

Les Brown

�He is inspirational and motiva
tional and the things that he went
through to get where he is. The way he
struggled and his persistence to over
come his hardships inspired me."

Marie Evans

Communication

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

"I was most impressed by the fact
that he was an educated man. He had a
well thought out plan and he did not
use violence in his approach."

All Blacks
"All Black males and females have
inspired and inOuenced me because
they have had such a struggle in the
United States."

Rita Nagy

Donnica Austin

Assistant Prt,orarn

Health Administration

Oprah Winfrey

Father Clemons
"A catholic priest, in Chicago, who
is out in the forefront of other priest
because he is a Coster parent. He
adopts kids and have a genuine con
cern Cor the children in the city and he
stays involved."

Marie/len Leverence

Reference Librarian
NO PHOTO PROVIDED

"She exemplilies how you can start
from nothing and have all you desire if
you have the drive and perseverance.
She proves that no matter what society
makes you out to be or the limits it
places on you, you must look within
yourself and lind your strength to suc
ceed and build on them. With that
nothing or no one can stop you.

Susan Ha"is

Business Administration

Gary Ingram

Public enemy, Ice Cube and
Ice T

"Even before the L.A. riot they
talked about trouble developing, They
brought a lot of issues to my mind that
I was not aware of. They stand up for
their black nation ideal and they come
across with sound ideals without
throwing them at you and talking down
to you."

Dan Wilcher

Media Communications

My Pastor, Rev. Hiriam
Crawford
"A wonderful man who instilled in
us how to go after our dreamsandgoats
in life. He constantly made us aware
that education is the key to those
dreams andgoats. The church is Israel
Methodist Church on 76th and Cottage
Grove."

Je"ie Bronaugh

Dr. Roger Oden
"Dr. Oden in CAS because he is a
very Shalp and intelligent man. He is
sensitive to people and their needs. Dr.
Oden looks to individuals as a person
and considers the needs of that person
at the same time keeping everything in
context."

"Gary graduated from GSU in 1992
and he was the main reason I became
so involved at GSU. He was the Presi
dent of the American College of
llealthcare Executives and h e en
couraged me to become involved. Gary
has so many qualities I admire - he's
caring, successful and a hard worker!
I'm very grateful Cor his friendship and
leadership!

Desiree Sana

Health Administration

My Mother
"she's a self-sufficient, determined,
hard working and knowledgeable
woman. She is also a very strong and
powerful woman.

Susan Darosen

Ttna Ha"is

Health Administration

Accounting

Health Administration

Langston Hughes

Alex Haley and Toni Mor
rison
"Their style of writing and the fact
that they wrote on the Blacks in
America and what they went through.
This writing and the struggle of Blacks
in America really touched me."

Joanne Sandberg

My Parents
"They inspired and innuenced me
the most because they stressed the im
portance of education and family
values to me and my sisters."

Kimberly Ga"ison

Health Administration

SAS Job Locator
NO PHOTO PROVIDED

Martin Luther King Jr. and
Arthur Ashe

"He's a very talented and articulate
man who has inspired and educated us
about the Black industry. He touched
on issues concerning Dlack history and
the Civil Rights movement and made
all people aware."

Charlotte Wiggins

"MLK was like our own Ghandi.
He had a positive approach to develop
ing inter-cultural and inter-racial com
munication and relations. Although
Arthur Ashe was an athlete, I just real
ized the humanitarian work he had
been doing all along. That also was
inspiring and impressive."

Linda Powles

Printmaking

an
Relrere11ce Libran
---,
;.:·;;;.--

Shannon Troy

Gladys Knight
" A l t h o u g h i n s p i r e d by m a n y
singers, Gladys Knight stands out be 
cause I learned a lot from her and I
always wanted to be a star."

Nikki Giovanni
"She truly is the Princess of Black
Poetry. I like the way she relates her
work to life experiences and draws the
reader into it. She's just remarkable."

Janice Worsham

Information Services

Lenae Ttetjens

Maya AngeJou
"She is probably the most inspiring
to me because of her courage, her wis
dom and her words that puts society in
focus."

Ttna Governale

CHP Communication Disor
ders

Secondary Education

Malcolm X
"Malcolm X believed in self
reliance, self-help and self-concept. He
believed that we as a people should do
for ourselves. Malcolm X also wor
shiped the woman and the family."

Richard Wright

"His color in his writing. All of his
writing is descriptive.lt made an impact
on me just to think of how he wrote on
everything that has inOuenced him."

Bro. Les

Social Work Dept

Julie Maki

Language Arts (Elementary
Education, Masters)

BoJackson
�Because it is like a basic rags to
riches story. Bo Jackson came from
having nothing to having millions. He
is an amazing and caring man. He
shares his wealth which is truly amaz
ing,"

Mother,
My
Stallworth

Gina Langloin

All African Americans

Teresa Alston

"From the newborn to the oldest
Nrican American I know, I am in
spired by them all. I am inspired by all
the good experiences as well as the bad
ones. I feel this way because of the
velvet texture of our skin. Also because
of the way we walk, talk and act."

Arts and Sciences

Beverly Hicks

Psychology

Martin Luther King Jr.

BY:
LaMARR LANCE BROUGHTON
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Jessie

"Because or her accomplishment.
She went back to school and now has
two master degrees. What so great
about this is that she did it while raising
seven kids."

Speech Pathology

PHOTOS and INTERVIEWS

Ralph Moore
"He was in charge of the planning
department in Kanl:akee. He interview
me for anartist position in the planning
department. He then took me under
his wings and taught me about map
ping and how to give 200% instead or
100%. He trusted me."

Communications

"Dr. King was a big inspiration. I
believe in his policy of non-violence
and equality Cor all. His speech means
a lot to me and anyone who is willing to
light Cor equality Cor all people is im
portant to me."

Tom Williamson

Health Administration
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Editorials
Gays In The Military; So What Else is N ew?
by Evan Wallace

With this issue being brought
to the forefront by our new
president, the shock about one
gay being killed by fellow Navy
"men", and a marine who was
brutally beaten by his buddies, I
did a little research.
For those of you who think the
greatest 'fighting machines' of
the past are represented by John
Wayne (he was a draft
dodger.), or George Patton and
Westmoreland (both had gay
valets and officers on their
staff!)- Lets dig into history ....
Alexander the Great, who not
until the Ge rman panzer-drives,
conquered the most territory in
a short time over vast regions.
He was gay.
Gibbons' volumes on the "Rise
and Fall of the Roman Empire"
clearly indicate that, not only
Nero, Catulas, and most of the
other Emperor Generals- in
cluding Caesar, were bisexual,
but 80 percent of all the legions,
that for centuries were un
beatable, also were!

Gore Vidal's Spartacus re
search, and Pompeii Archeol
ogy indicate that Spartacus, and
most of his gladiator generals,
were gay.
Lesbians in the military? You
bet there were!
Recent biographical research
on the Two Hundred Years
War, and Charles VII papers
indicate its greatest military
genius was a lesbian; Joan of
Arc! The military nurse (and
part of her staff), who withstood
bombs and generals in the
Florence
Crimean
WarNightingale.
Amelia Earhart, the greatest
woman aviator, was never
found after a 1937 secret
military mission off the Pacific.
Although married, Earhart was
a bisexual.
.. . And these are only the
famous and tip-of-the-iceberg!
In the military, in college, and
at work, I knew 'undercover'
gays, who had no problems.
(Even before they knew I was
happily married, with kids.) All
had
super-outgoing
perwere
and
sonalities
workaholics.
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There is a serious flaw, par
ticularly in the American
'male'.
First: I doubt if any lesbian in
the military would ever be as
saulted by her compatriots, only
disliked.
Psychiatry almost hits the
nail-on-the-head; the major
issue is fear and doubt about
one's own sex. Mix this with
high levels of testosterone, and
years of guilt under 'Bible
Thumping Fundamentalism',
and you've got a sort of 'Red
Neck' time bomb- whose
'Academic' interpretations of
Homosexuality remain forever
as 'Queers'!
Darwin's last research was
with Rhesus Monkeys. Among
the hundreds of his scribbled
notations was one on, "Rapid
Increases in Homosexuality,
When Over-Population Oc
curs." Last year, the World In
stitute on Population reported to
the U.N. that we will soon be in
an oveQ>Qpulatjop crises!
Is nature trying to tell us some
thing?
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The Arts
Hom i cide : Life On T he Street
HANSEN'S CHOICE
by John Hansen

'Matinee"

***

Although the film "Matinee" centers around monster movies and
the advent of nuclear war, it's one of the most innocent movies of
recent years.
Based in Key West, Florida in 1962, "Matinee" features John
Goodman as Lawrence Woolsey, a producer of bad monster movies.
Everyone remembers this film genre, which thrived in the 1 950's
and '60's. The plot was basically the same for each film; a hideous,
oversized monster would come to earth and attempt to destroy the
planet.
Woolsey isn'tjust a movie producer, he's a marketing genius. He
electronically rigs the seats in the theatre and gives everyone a shock
at a crucial point in the movie. He even hires two actors to stand
outside the theatre and protest the movie so more attention will be
drawn to the film.
The name of the new movie Woolsey is producing is called " Maot"
(half-mao, half-ant, get it?). It is heavily promoted as the most
shocking film you will ever see . Woolsey even has his girlfriend
Carole(Cathy Moriarty) dress up in a nurse's uniform and make all
the kid's sign a release form in case they have a heart attack while
watching the movie.
The film cleverly contrasts the innocent, campy monster movies
that Woolsey is promoting with the very real possibility of nuclear
war. Since the film takes place during the Cuban Missile Crisis,
everyone in the movie is certain that the end of the world is right
around the comer.
The main character in the film is Gene (Simon Fenton), a teenager
whose father is in the Navy so his family moves around a lot. He
just recently moved to Florida and spends most of his time reading
the monster magazines and scaring his little brother by taking him
to the movies.
He doesn't feel at home in his new high school but he eventually
befriends a few students, including a girl named Sandra, whose
liberal parents will surely tum out to be a part of the future hippie

generation.
All the action centers around the big opening of " Mant". Gene and
his new friend, Stan, are busy seeking dates for the big premiere.
Stan is anxiously looking forward to dating Sherri (Kellie Martin),
but is intimidated by her former boyfriend who just got out of reform
school.
" Matinee" is one of those crazy, manic movies that has many things
happening at the same time. It takes us back to a more innocent time
in America (before the threat of nuclear destruction and AIDS) and
highlights the fun monster movie genre; a genre in which the enemy
was easy to understand and was killed off by the end of the movie.
'Lorenzo's Oil"

****

Although the ads make it look like one of those typical tear-jerker,
happy ending type movies, " Lorenzo's Oil" is actually a very hard
movie to sit through. This harrowing, inspired story about a parent's
struggle to fmd a cure for their terminally ill son is, in �e �nd, a
story of hope and a celebration of what one can accomplish m the
name of love.
Nick Nolte and Susan Sarandon tum in outstanding performances
as the parents of the young boy. They accurately portray the fear,
pain, hope, and anxiety of a couple desperately attempting to fmd
a cure for Adrenoleukodystrophy (ALD), a rare nerve disease that
attacks little boys and is always fatal.
Based on a true story, Augusto Odone and his wife, M ichaela,
actually devoted their lives to finding a cure for this rare di sease
because they could not wait for the medical community to come up
with the answer. The p rocess they go through and the result they
come up with is truly inspiring to watch.
As mentioned earlier, this was not an easy movie to sit through.
It's painful to watch a young boy screaming in agony as his nerves
gradually deteriorate. It's also painful to watch the trauma the
parents must go through as they watch their young son die. �ut �he
Odones do not just sit and watch and what they end up accomphshmg
by the end of the film is truly life-affirming- This is a movie that
should not be missed.
•
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A Television Review
By Laura Hays
The director of the films
'Rain Man" and 'Tin Men"
turns his camera on policemen
for a new television series.
Barry Levinson's " Homicide:
Life on the Street," which
debuted following this year's
Super Bowl telecast, settled
into its regular timeslot on
Wednesday, Feb.3.
The series is off to a super
start. It's different-acopshow
without violence. It's funny-a
homicide detective mulls over
a major case, the 1 865 assas
sination of President Lincoln.
lt'sstylish-hand-heldcameras
and pore-examining close-ups
give
it
a contemporary,
documentary feel. It's realis
tic- detectives yawn over
tedious tasks and gossip over
greasy spoon meals. It deser
ves to be a hit.
Levinson has had his share of
hits on the big screen. " Rain

Mao" earned him an Academy
Award for direction. 'The
Natural, " 'Good Morning,
V ietnam. " and "Bugsy" were
popular money-makers. Many
of Levinson's films such as
'Diner," "Avalon" and 'Tin
Men" were set in Baltimore,
his hometown.
'Homicide" is based on a
book by another Baltimore na
tive,
David
Simon.
In
HOMICIDE: A YEAR ON
THE KILLING STREETS,
Simon follows a squad of
homicide detectives on their
daily shifts. Levinson transfers
this day-to-day routine of in
vestigative police work to
television.
Filmed on location in Bal
timore, "Homicide" is unlike
other TV cop shows. We don't
see
murders
committed,
rather, we see murder's after
math-broken, bloodied bodies
lying in alleys and on the
coroner's autopsy tables. We
see the victims' grieving rela
tives-a shrieking mother, an
inconsolable little sister, a ven
geful father. We don't find the

stock props of police shows In
'Homicide. " There are no
shoot-outs or car chases, and
the bad guys are not always
caught.
Instead we see what detective
work is really like. It can be
boring, tragic, dirty, scary and
depressing. Yet, " Homicide" is
not depressing. The detectives
care � much about their work
and each other, that we know
the citizens of Baltimore are
well-served. The detectives
banter, gossi p and teasing are
so cleverly scripted, that we
laugh along with them.
Thanks to fme writing and
terrific acting, the characters
are becoming real to us after
only two episodes. Ned Beatty,
Richard Belzer, Yaphet Kotto
and Daniel Baldwin lead a
large supporting cast through
the continuing drama.
'Homicide: Life on the
Street" will continue on NBC
Wednesdays at 8 PM. It is a
showabout"homicide" -murdet
and death-that is really about
life-the lives of cops.

Finally, A Lovable Stalker
Untamed Heart
A Film Review By Steve Young
Stalkers (those individuals who obsessively follow and harass their
objects of desire) have been getting a bad name lately. Fortunately
for stalkers everywhere, Untamed Heart offers the stalking com
munity a positive role model.
The film features Christian Slater (Heathers, Pump Up The
Volume) as Adam, a troubled, orphaned dishwasher working in a
M inneapolis diner. Adam seems obsessed with Caroline (Marisa
Tomei of My Cousin Vinny), a late-night waitress at the diner.
Caroline has hardly noticed Adam in her time at the diner, since
she is constantly being dumped by imperfect boyfriends. Caroline
and her waitress pal Cindy (the always dynamic Rosie Perez of Do
The Right Thing and White Men Can 't Jump) struggle to find
happiness , but they seem to come up short every time.
Things aren't going any better than usual , when two of Caroline's
customers attempt to rape her as she walks home from work.
Luckily, Adam has been secretly watching Caroline as she walks
home from work every night (as well as sneaking into her bedroom
at night to watch her sleep). Adam fends off the attackers and carries
Caroline home.
At first, Caroline doesn't know what to think, but eventually she
decides to get to know Adam better. Adam obliges, and everything
seems perfect until the rapists return to avenge the beating Adam
gave them. They return Adam's blows and drive a knife deep into
his abdomen. (For this reviewer, one of the film's only laughs came
as Adam pulled a four-inch blade out of his stomach with barely a
wince. )
A t the hospital, doctors tell an emotional Caroline that the stab
wound is no problem, but that Adam is in dire need of a heart
transplant. Adam refuses, repeating for Caroline a story a nun used
to tell him in the orphanage. He says his father was an adventurer
who put a baboon heart in Adam's chest when he was just a boy.
Adam believes that to change his heart would change him.
The couple's relationship continues to grow throughout the rest
of the movie, but who really cares? I 'll admit, I ' m not a big ro mance
fan, but this was romantic melodrama. Every character was either
totally lovable or completely despicable.
There was no conflict between Adam and Caroline, other than
Caroline accepting Adam's weirdness. None of the characters are
developed beyond establishing that they are outsiders looking for
love. Caroline has a family that might be interesting if the
screenwriter had allowed her to interact with them.
The performances are all credible, and I was impressed that the
studio had the courage not to water down the ending. But I cannot
recommend Umamed Heart to anyone other than its intended
audience: young women who are looking for unadulterated romantic
escapism. And, of course, those who believe that stalkers just never
get a fai r shake in the media.

Record
Review
By Steve Young
The Poorboys Pardon Me
(Hollywood Records)
-

There's a quick way to decide
whether you will like this record
or not. I f you like the sound of
the Black Crowes, you will
probably like the sound of the
Poorboys, unless you're a radi
cal Black Crowes extremist who
believes that only the Crowes
are worthy of the sound.
I don't know who influenced
whom, but the similarities are
eerie. Which is not to say this is
a bad record. The Poorboys
offer
tight,
high-energy,
southern-flavored rock, some
thing no one has any copyright
on.
Working with the two guitars,
a bass and drums, the band of
fers pretty straight-forward rock
and rhythms. " Hey Man" and
"Guilty" aretraditionalbarroom
rockers. Songs like "The Last
Time"
and
'Brand
New
Amerika" push the southern
rock sound to a more aggressi ve
level than it usually reaches.
So if you're a B lack Crowes
fan who just can't get enough of
the sound, or you just like basic
rock, check out the Poorboys. I
doubt you'll be surprised, but
you'll
probably
enjoy
it
anyway.

For more arts,
see page �
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S k i U ta h Fo r Va r i ety A n d Va l u e
By Donna Rupp
Where can superb ski condi
tions and incredibly cheap lift
tickets be found this season?
UTAH! I had the pleasure of
spending the first week of the
GSU winter trimester skiing in
the Wasatch Range, just east of
Salt Lake City.
I arrived in Salt Lake City on
day number 2 of "the biggest
recorded snowstorm in the his
tory of Salt Lake City. " Snow
coverage in the mountains was
plentiful, to say the least. Al
most every day of my stay, be
tween 3 and 8 inches (or more!)
of Utah's famous light powder
snow accumulated on the
slopes.
Unfortunately, all this snow
made driving to the ski areas
rather challenging at times.
Most of the ski areas in the Salt
Lake City area are accessed by
canyon roads. If the conditions
get nasty the canyon roads are
closed. If you intend to ski
several different areas (which
you should) a car is a necessi ty.
There are a variety of lodging
accommodations in centrally lo
cated Salt Lake City.
Most skiers have heard of the
big name resorts in Utah, such
as Snowbird, Park City and
Deer Valley. In my opinion they

can keep their $40 (and up) lift
tickets. I skied for 6 days at an
average cost of $2 1 per day.
Less than an hour from Salt
Lake City, located 12 miles up
Big Cottonwood Canyon, is
Solitude Ski Resort. This is a
wonderful ski area which has
won awards for its excellent
trail design. Intermediate trails
dominate the area. A few miles
further up the canyon is
Brighton Ski Resort. This area
is considered to be primarily for
beginners and intermediates.
However, it has a great variety
of interesting terrain that should
keep everyone happy. There are
some narrow, New England
type trails that wind through the
trees. I always end up having an
unexpected adventure when I
ski Brighton. It's kind of a crazy
(in a good way) place.
Another wonderful area is
Snowbasin. It takes about an
hour and a half to get there from
Salt Lake City, but it is well
worth the drive. Snowbasin has

been picked as the site of the
Olympic downhill, ifthe U.S. is
chosen to host the 2002 Winter
Games.
A lift ticket at Park West Ski
Area costs $ 1 6 for a full day.
This is nice area located 33
miles from Salt Lake City. The
price cannot be beat.
Near Provo, south of Salt
Lake City, is Robert Redford's
place; Sundance. I think this is

a good area for beginners and
experts. Intermediates may be
disappointed.
Unfortunately,
the altitude at Sundance is a
couple thousand feet lower than
at most of the other ski areas
This tends to make the snow
much wetter and heavier. At any
rate, the scenery is gorgeous
and the lift tickets are cheap. I
dido' t see " Bob " , but it was kind
of fun wondering if I would. It
is not advisable to go to Sun
dance after heavy snowfall. The
canyon road that leads there is
very prone to avalanches. The
day I was there I had to wait
about an hour for the road to be
cleared so I could leave.
There are a couple of other
areas I did not get a chance to
visit. Powder Mountain, near
Snowbasin, is supposed to be
fabulous. Alta, famous for its
powder conditions, is favored
by the locals. Alta is located in
Little Cottonwood Canyon,
near Snowbird.
While all of these areas I have
mentioned are not massive like
the famous Snowbird Ski
Resort, they all have a 2000 foot
or greater vertical drop and 30
or more marked trails. These
are not small areas by any
means .
.

Oh, I saved the best part for
last. NO LIFT LINES! Happy
skiing.

• •

Fans of Queen should not con
fuse this recently released com
pilation
with
the
1981
compilation, also titled Queen's
Greatest Hits. Though many of
the songs appear on both,
noticeably absent on this new
releaseare " Under Pressure" and
" Bohemian Rhapsody" . Yet the
true Queen fan will applaud the
inclusion of some songs not
often beard on American radio.
Songs such as "We Will Rock
You I We Are The Champions" ,
'Killer Queen", 'Crazy Little

Thing Called Love", "You're
My Best Friend" and of course
the number one seller "Another
One Bites The Dust" adequately
capture Queen's chart per
formers. No live or remixed
versions are included and thus
these selections appear rather
stale.
The strength of this recording
comes in the lesser heard songs
it includes. They add some
depth of understanding to the
array of musical styles Freddie
Mercury & Queen chose to
draw from and emulate. "Save
Me" is a touching ballad; Syn
thesizers run rampant in " Play
The Game" and Motown's funk
is seen in "Body Language" .

For the complete Queen fan
this recording will help round
out the collection. For myself,
seeing the 'Bohemian Rhap
sody" piece in "Wayne's World"
over and over again will be
more of a fitting tribute to the
flamboyant
and
versatile
Queen.
(For those unfamiliar with my
system,
here
are
some
guidelines:
Dark Side of The Moon • • •
• • • •

The Bodyguard Soundtrack

A P HAS I A
There is an accusation
in the silence of the air,
frozen between the
tussle of our minds.
You refuse to speak,
I grope for words.
Are there reasons different
for a common inarticulation?
I see you
through the corner of my eye,
see me
through the corner of your eye.
They meet , probably speak
in alien tongue.
I can only guess at
what they say ,mean,
just as you do.
Words in a tumble
seem to spring
from deep within the core
of hardened yesteryear memories,
but stop short
of a lump in my throat.
I swallow hard,
noiseless! y ,
seeing vivid-stark
the crossroad of parting
as clear as it was
that day.
There can be
between us
only aphasia.

Ramc:;b S.. fai

Q UA L I TY T I M E

Compact Disk Review
Queen's Greatest Hits •
Queen, 199l(Hollywood
Records)
by K D Gondal

Poem

•)

To hear you laugh,
And see you smile,
To sit with you
And talk awhile.
To share with you,
And be sincere,
Time well spent,
So there is no fear.
No Halloween masks,
Or games to play,
To say what I mean,
And mean what I say.
Very happy to meet you,
Whatever the reason,
Maybe just a day,
Maybe, more than a season.

William Earl Harper, ll

The Bridges Of Madison
County

by Stacie Young
Francesca Johnson, in her for
ties, lives with her family on a
farm. Robert Kincaid, seven
years older, is a world traveling
photographer
for
National
Geoeraphic. Robert comes to
Francesca's town, asks her for
directions to a bridge and they
fall in love. Sound familiar?
Every Harlequin and trashy love
story has pretty much covered
this area. After they meet their
lives are never the same, and on
and on. It would seem a typical,
formula love story.
Yet somehow 1M Bridees nf
Madison � holds you. The

Book Review
book is not a mere love story,
but a moving account about the
poetry, power and magic that
two people feel for each other.
Francesca is not caught in an
unhappy marriage looking for a
way out. Robert is not a
frustrated artist seeking the
meaning of life in the ideal
woman. Their love is not jus
tified by outside circumstances,
it just is.
Perhaps the draw of the book
is in its simplicity. The phrase
"the power of love" is overused
in melodramatic news reports
and bad pop songs, but that
power is the driving force of the
book . Theirs is not an unre
quited love. Their desires ful
filled,
their
feelings
are
transcendent and ethereal .

As a photographer, Robert
Kincaid does not "take" pictures,
be "makes" pictures. In some
books, this might have been a
metaphor for his control over
shaping his own life and des
tiny. In 1M Bridees. however,
it seems a contrast for the lack
of control they have over their
emotions and their mutual at
traction to each other.
Robert and Francesca are
memorable and unique charac
ters. Robert describes himself
as "the last cowboy, " one of a
dying breed . The reader easily
sympathizes with Francesca's
decisions and her intense feel
ings. They both appreciate
poetry and nature. In Waller's
ordinary and yet totally unique
characters, the reader believes
in Francesca and Robert but

more importantly, in their true
love.
At one point, Robert tells
F rancesca, " In a universe of am
biguity, this kind of certainty
comes only once, and never
again, no matter how many
lifetimes you live. " So certain
that after years, neither wonders
about the reality of their fleet
ing, yet lasting affair. Both keep
the memory sacred, never
demeaning or blunting the edge
of their feelings by forgetting
their love or fantasizing that the
other has forgotten. They
believe, and that is what makes
the reader believe.
We all want to experience the
love we have seen in movies and
read jn books. In a way, just
reading 1M Bridees in Madison
� allows you to live

vicariously. The ramblings of a
lonely book reviewer? Maybe.
It seems that so much gets lost
in the shuffle of life, that love
becomes a convenience, or in
convenience, depending on the
situation. This book recognizes
that most love is not true love,
and yet does not judge.
Perhaps this book is not allur
ing because of the hope it offers
the reader personally, but be
cause it tells the reader that
someone somewhere may be ex
periencing true love. And that is
good. The reader is assured that
love arriving at the wrong time
does not mean bitterness or ob
sessing over jealous fantasies.
True love just is. That simple and yet we all know bow
elusive, and seemingly impos
sible it is to fmd.
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Fall 1 992 Trimes ter Deans List
The Dean's List for the Fall
1 992 Trimester at Governors
State University has been
released by the Registrar's Of
fice.
The students included in the
listing have been admitted to a
baccalaureate degree program
and maintained a minimum 3. 7
grade point average (GPA) on a
4.0 scale for the fall trimester.
Students are required to enroll
for a minimum of six semester•
hours, may not receive a grad
ing of incomplete in any subject
for the trimester, and must be in
good standing in order to be
included on the list.
Students on the Dean's List
and their cities of residence fol
low.
ALSIP Peter Lettiere, Sandra
Liddle, April Pitlik, Janet Shel
hamer.
ARGO Lawrence Ponczek.
AURORA Raymond James
Wilson.
BEECHER Shawn Embry,
Laura Rasche.
BERWYN John O'Halloran.
BLUE ISLAND Eileen Car
ten, Mary Ann Damiani, Julie
Lynn Parker.
BONFIELD Ruthann Taylor.
BOURBONNAIS Mary Kay
Beedle, Phyllis Bond, Nohra
Davila, Tina Rose, Teresa
Toune.
BRADLEY
J ill
Lynette
Arends, Linda Barbee , Marie
Blanchette, Carolyn Yvonne
Bond, Linda Fellers, Denise
Glazik, Wanda Marie Suryk,
Duane Whittier.
Kathy
BRAI DWOOD
Stewart.
BRIDGEVIEW Susan Peder
sen, Patrick Sitarz.
BROOKFIELD Maria Haupt
O' Donnell.
BURBANK Lynn Bernard,
David Garcia, Lauren Knight,
Kelly Lennon, Shari Lynn Mas
sie, Daniel Wilcher, Stacey
Wojciechowski .
BURNHAM Cary Hillegonds
CALU M ET
CITY
Janel
Clarke, Philip James Coduti Jr. ,
Catherine Delira, Anne Gal
lagher, Donald Hinton, Rene
Hoffmann,
Linda
Jurczuk,
Donald Pietranczyk , Catherine
Saber, Kimberly Sims, Bonnie
Sue St. John, Stephan Williams.
CHICAGO Tracey Berry,

Thomas Candra, Thomas Cor
less, Kristie Goss, Marcia
Hamilton, Beverly Ann Har
rington,
Kevin
Houlihan,
Donna Lynn Kastellorizios,
Dennis Moriarty, Barbara Jean
Quigley,
Carolyn Rimmer,
Kate Schaller, Kelly Sharkey,
Alan Smith, Julie Ellen Tarka,
Georgean Wegrzyn, Maureen
Whittier, Tanya Yeargain.
CHICAGO HEIGHTS Curt
Bromund, Kristin Everson, Lisa
Haney, Joan Heinze, Mary
Lambert, Lori Maas, Paula
Smith, Thomas Wells.
CHICAGO RIDGE M ichael
Kotapka, Patricia Raczynski,
Brian Wujcik.
COUNTRY CLUB HILLS
Marci Heyer, Judy Kocsis,
Stephanie Massey,
Aurelius Raines, Aleta Stoler,
Kathleen Weier.
M ichele
HILL
CREST
Desandre.
CRESTWOOD John Hazel,
Karen Schroedle.
CRETE
Myron
Adams,
Corine Aebi, Mary Wolf Bond,
Bettye Davis, George Einhorn,
Kelly Ferrara, Margaret Jen
nings, Natalie Marinucci, Brett
Moeller, Richard Powell Jr.,
Laureen
Stengler,
Ingrid
Tameling.
DOLTON Donna Callaghan,
Kathleen
Gramza,
Colleen
Leahy, George Morris, Mary
O' Donnell,
Debbie
Ann
Pietrzycki , Karen Schwartz.
DULUTH G regory Matus
zak .

EAST HAZEL CREST Diane
Greaney.
EVERGREEN PARK Julie
Cloonan, Mary Devitt, Mary
Beth Hobson, Denise Zakarka.
FLOSSMOOR Betty Bur
ghard, Mara Hayes, Robert
Nadolny.
FRANKFORT
Anita
Cantwell, Jacqueline Cooper,
Donna Crumrnie, Pamela Ef
fertz, Brian Keller, Brigid
Patrizi , Patrice Piepenbrink,
Nicolyn Rau, Patrick Sharkey,
Cathy
Simnick,
Deborah
Ulman, Marilyn Yates.
GENEVA Jeanette Chicoine.
GILMAN Laurie Horvath.
James
GLENWOOD
Blaszczyk,
Arties
Brown,
Timothy Carollo, Donna Ken
nealy, Karen Kraus, Theodore

Resner.
G RANT
PARK
Mickey
Porter.
HARVEY
Carl
Boyens,
Caroline Sikich.
HAZEL CREST Christopher
Arme, Joy Coleman, Marilyn
Prater-Rivers,
Bonnie Ann
Schirato.
HICKORY HILLS Michael
Boyle, Denise Kalina, Natalie
Murawski , James Niles.
HINSDALE M ichael Kriss.
HOMEWOOD Debra Baska,
Patricia
Callahan,
Kathryn
Godfrey, Charles Hayes, Ye
Song Huegel, Ralph Ising, Julie
Jones, Leslie Ann Kern, Kim
berly Kronvall , Kristina Level ,
Dawn Mance, Gail Okoren,
Diane Spajer, Sharon Thayer.
JOLIET Juliet Anderson,
A henden,
Norina
Jane
Beaudoin, Allan Brooks Sr. ,
Lisa Brown, Karen Bulmer,
Sally Ann Ericksen, Pamela
Murrin, Karyn Showers, Janet
Traven.
KANKAKEE Arthur Austin,
Karren Farmer, Karen Harms,
Kimberly Knott, Deborah Mif
flin, Cynthia O'Neil, Alicia
Parkinson, Rose Walls, Bonnie
Welker.
LANSING Patricia Belka,
Ellen
Carpenter,
Richard
Cimaroli , Cheryl Cole, Duane
Devries, Mary Beth Fitch,
Dawn Fultz, Mary Quinn ,
Linda Todd, Robert Willson Jr.
LEMONT Cathy Fiala.
LISLE
Julie
Pachmayer,
Kathleen Sedlacek.
LOCKPORT Gina D'Angelo,
Mark
Dowell ,
Patricia
Leonard, John Pochie, Bonnie
Szponder.
LYNWOOD Adele Puzon.
LYONS James Hopper.
MANHATTAN
Michael
Mayer.
MANTENO Bethany Harms.
MARKHAM Charity Bilal,
Barbara Powell.
MARTINTON Laura Wis
niewski .
M ATIESO N Susan Bell,
Cynthia Dahlman , Gene Paul
Kelly, Craig Stine.
Karen
M I DLOTHIAN
Brown,
Raymond
Brown,
Thomas McKay, Laurie Vatha.
MOKENA Elizabeth Bulow,
Therese Carew, Pamela Rice,

Debra Wegforth.
MONEE
Kim
Cingrani,
Joanne Ruder.
MORRIS Judith Winkel.
M UNSTER,
Ind.
Mary
Magdziak, Evelyn Ronco.
Jeffrey
NAPERVILLE
Spreitzer, Margaret Super.
NEW LENOX Diana Bar
tling, Tammie Downs, Kara
Gardner,
Kelly
Jerkatis,
Mariano
Mangun,
William
Mayer, Lawrence Nordwall,
M ichael Pavlak, Peggy Ruder,
Kristv Sucich.
OAK FOREST Charity Ken
nedy, Karen Lavigne, Suzanne
Law, Arnie Madsen, Dawn
Merman,
Tracy
Nadzieja,
Pamela Pilip, Ronald Rodgers,
Colleen
Sowinski ,
Robert
Winter Jr.
OAK LAWN Lois James,
John Kane, E laine McGraw,
Ramsey Merrill, Mary Mucker,
V ictoria Risley, Gwen Sea,
James Selmer, Lorraine Sims,
Janet Wohlgemuth.
OGLESBY Andrew Zawacki.
OLYMPIA FIELDS Patrick
Paredes.
ORLAND HILLS Anne Lynn
MacGlashan.
ORLAND PARK Jean Marie
Davies,
Hilda
Derzsy,
Elizabeth Fundarek , Christine
Hatcher, Nicole Jindra, Chris
tine Kowalczyk, Linda Livesay,
Marie Marotta, Andrea Maslan,
Denise M ikrut, Barbara M iller,
Rosella Sablich, Sarah Sawyer,
Sharon Stigter, Kurt Veitch,
John Vickroy, Loretta Witten
berg.
PALOS HEIGHTS Kathleen
McGuire, Cathy Pellegrini,
M ichael Steinbach.
PALOS HILLS Mary Ann
Conlin,
Darlene
Dahleen,
Christy
Halawa,
M ichael
Kobar.
PALOS PARK Diane Forys
tek, Karla Grunter, Celine Mc
G innis,
Kathleen
Rowan,
Dianne Werner.
PARK
FOREST
Teresa
Bendle, Theresa Carlson, Laura
Drigot, Barbara Jean Harris,
Gary Hoffman, Sherri Ann
Jones, M ichael Kaczmarski,
Marcia Lazarz, Collette Lee,
Rick M ichalak, Patricia Nor
ton, Sharon Platt, Steve Reid,
Doreen Rickord, Lori Russell,
Karen
Schoenberg,
Isabel

Simard,
Annette
Sullivan,
Janette Wood, Nancy Wood,
Arthur Wygocki.
PEOTON E G loria Burke,
Dawn Gaertig, Terry Landrey.
PLAINFIELD
Kenneth
Kralik.
POSEN Roberta Matthews,
Marlene Mysliwiec.
RICHTON PARK Jamice
Adams, Donna Brown, Kristen
Carr, Kathleen Cunningham,
Joseph Gordon J r . , Joann
Padalino, Marsha Reitz, Felix
Sanchez, Albert U rsich.
RIVERDALE Vicki Copp,
Paul Schrik.
St. ANNE Donald Ciaccio,
Jeannette Hiatt, Tracey Langel
lier, Toby Toth.
ST. JOHN, Ind. Kevin Mc
Hugh.
CALIF.
DIEGO,
SAN
M ichael Burke.
SAUK VILLAGE Robert
Hensle, Deborah M ichalski.
SH ELDON Deborah Barrett.
SHOREWOOD
William
Gardner, William Lyons.
SOUTH
CHICAGO
HEIGHTS Larry Zak.
SOUTH HOLLAND Jane
Brady, John Davros, Kenneth
Stefano, James Sylvester, Jen
nifer Szidik, Janel Vannoort.
TINLEY PARK David Al
cala, Cathy Asher, Saima Ash
raf, Elise Butler, Maureen
Drinane, Peggy Hammond,
Mary Iverson, Mary Jelderks,
Kelly Johnson, K i mberly Klap
pauf, Steve Kopczynski , Laura
Kruspe,
Joyce
Mendelson,
Karyn Purvis, Patricia Rogness,
Julie Schafer, Fredrick Taylor,
Patricia Wojcik.
UNIVERSITY
PARK
M icheal Branham, Carolyn
Newton.
WESTCHESTER Kathleen
Mangan.
Bernadine
WESTMONT
Fledderman.
WILM INGTON
Gary
Cheney, Carolyn Heck.
WORTH Denise Anton, Col
leen Wagner.
STEG:CN. Anna Adair, Julie
Dotson, Barbara Johnson, Kim
berly Nielsen,
Kristine Regnier, Charles
Roth Jr. , Joykathleen Thurston,
Sandra Warren.
SUM M IT
Nancy
Wesolowski.
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mmediate opening for student
to distribute posters on campus. Call Sharon at 1 - 800-5922 1 2 1 extension 1 26.
ALLING
ALL
CLUBS/GROUPS
$ EARN SERIOUS MONEY $
Your fraternity, sorority or other
campus group can easily earn
$400 PLUS BIG BONUSES in
one week. You pay nothing.
Catl 1 -800-735-2077 ext. 1 70

I

C

ruise ship employment now
Chiring
students. $300/$900

weekly.
Summer/Full Time.
Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales,
Deck Hands, Bartenders, Casino
Dealers, Etc. World Traveln,
Cari
Europe,
Alask� ,
Hawa u . No expenence neces
sary Call 1 -602-680-0323 Ext.
23
xtra Income "93
Earn
$200-$500 weekly mailing
1 993 UWTI travel brochures. For
more information send self-ad
dressed stamped envelope to:
Travel INC. P.O. Box 2530,
M iami, Fla. 33 1 6 1

b�
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Typ .1 n g
Servl· ces

narker Enterprises
r (708) 747-509 1
• Term!fhesis Papers
• s2.oo per page
• Resumes- $15.00
• Laser Printing
• 5 minutes from GSU

WORD
EXPERT
PROCESSING & TYPING S ecretariat Service

SERVICES
Accurate - Fast - Professional
Rese.uc hfferm Papers, inc. APA
Format.
Resumes/Cover Letters.
Call Today! Ask for Cheryl.
(8 1 5) 469-9393

708/48 1 -553 1
• Two M iles From GSU
• Resumes
• Term Papers
• Research Papers
• Laser Printing
• Mailing Lists/Cards
• Wp 5.1 Tutoring
• Special: 10 Cover Ltrs. &
Envs $12.00
• Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Answers to history trivia

l .Physician
2. Benjamin 0. Davis, Sr.
3. George Washington Carver

4. Booker T. Washington
5. Phillis Wheatly

